Version 4.3 Log of changes

The following is a list of minor changes that the LGIDA Board agreed to be included in v4.3 at its meeting on the 29 August 2014.

1. Assert copyright statement
2. Update selection tables and Council information for new member Councils
3. Removal of spelling mistakes, improvement of grammar and formatting improvements throughout document
4. Clause 12.7 Pavement design to be carried out by qualified Engineer as defined and submitted to Council for approval.
5. Clause 12.7.2 Clarified that the design lives specified are minimum design lives.
6. Clause 12.7.2. Insert wording relating to consideration of traffic generation during construction.
7. Clause 12.7.5. Added a column to selection table 9 Minimum Pavement Depth for 400mm minimum pavement depths.
8. Clause 12.7.9 and 12.7.10 Removed the inconsistency between Austroads and IDM in relation to compaction standards for sub-base and base. These are now clearly specified for access and collector categories of roads.
9. Clause 15 – reworded to make easier to read and inserted provision relating to driveway gradients in Clause 15.2
10. Clause 16.10. Rewrite of the whole clause resulting from insertion of a new selection table for the use of ribbed high density polyethylene stormwater pipes. The insertion of the new selection table has meant the numbering of selection tables has changed beyond this clause.